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Abstract
Background: There are currently no formally validated training phantoms for teaching ultrasound-guided thyroid fineneedle aspiration (FNA). We designed and established face and construct validity of a low-cost phantom for ultrasoundguided thyroid fine-needle aspiration. Methods: We designed an affordable, gelatin-based thyroid FNA phantom.
Participants included 9 medical students, 7 novice residents/fellows (55 thyroid FNAs), and 7 expert residents/fellows
(55 thyroid FNAs). Participants performed 6 trials of thyroid FNA, which were scored on completion time, accuracy,
and errors. Participants also completed questionnaires to assess the benefit and realism of the simulation. Results:
Simulation scores at trial 1 significantly discriminated expert participants from novice participants (P = 0.028) and from
medical students (P 5 0.001). Median novice resident/fellow participant scores increased with repeated trials and were
no longer significantly different from expert scores by trial 2. The scores for this group were significantly better
compared with medical student scores by trial 4. Between trial 1 and trial 6, significant score improvements were
observed in both medical students (P = 0.018) and novice residents (P = 0.018). All participants found the phantom to
be beneficial in learning thyroid FNA. Both attending endocrinologists and 6 of 7 expert participants found the
ultrasound visualization of the phantom to be realistic. One of two attending endocrinologists and 5 of 7 expert
participants found the haptic feedback to be realistic. Conclusion: We designed a low-cost thyroid FNA phantom
that demonstrates face and construct validity. This phantom can be used to train procedural skills in a residency
program and can also be used to evaluate skill acquisition.
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Introduction
The American Thyroid Association recommends using
ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration (FNA) to assess
thyroid nodules that are larger than 1–1.5 cm or that have
suspicious ultrasound features.1 Practice and repetition are
required for developing the three-dimensional, spatial
awareness and bimanual dexterity skills required for learning thyroid FNA. FNA experience correlates with increased
diagnostic rates; accuracy rates of nodule targeting in ultrasound-guided FNA are higher when performed by experienced staff.2 In addition, an improved faculty for
performing thyroid FNA will lead to a decreased number

of necessary passes for adequate yield and improved patient
comfort. There are also many vital structures located close
to the thyroid, such as the carotid artery and trachea, that
may be inadvertently punctured by the needle, which
increases the complexity of the procedure.
Residents can be trained in ultrasound-guided thyroid FNA
using various phantoms as training models. The American
Thyroid Society has historically taught ultrasound-guided
thyroid FNA using turkey breasts, which carry risk of
food-borne disease.3 The Blue Phantom is a high-fidelity
ultrasound phantom on the market used to teach thyroid
FNA but is expensive (US$1454.96). Multiple studies have
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also proposed the use of more accessible homemade ultrasound phantoms composed of agar, gelatin, silicone, Spam,
chicken breast, tofu, or paraffin as tissue media and beans,
olives, and berries as nodules.4–11 However, these low-cost
thyroid FNA phantoms have not been formally validated.
The aim of this study was to design a low-cost, high-fidelity
phantom for ultrasound-guided thyroid FNA that can be
used for resident training and skill evaluation. This phantom simulate nodule targeting and is validated in two steps:
(1) proving face validity based on users’ subjective assessment of the realism and benefit of the phantom and (2)
demonstrating discriminative construct validity by showing
that users with different levels of experience will perform
differently on the phantom.

Materials and methods
Phantom design
The design of the phantom incorporated inexpensive, easily
obtainable materials in order to replicate the head, neck,
and torso of a patient (Fig. 1A). The head was represented
by any container with the dimensions of a head, and the
torso was simulated by a cardboard box with shoulder pads
placed on top. Within the neck, soft tissue was simulated
with 12% beef gelatin, the trachea was represented with wire
loom, the thyroid was created with Spam (a canned cook
pork), nodules were simulated with peas (hypoechoic) and
blueberries (hyperechoic), and vessels were generated by
filling balloons with food coloring that bled into the phantom when punctured. A piece of latex wrap was draped over
the neck phantom to simulate the elastic rebound of skin
and to conceal the structures within the neck.
To fabricate the neck phantom (Fig. 1B), a mold was created with a 0.5L cylindrical container. A cylindrical piece of
wire loom (6 cm) was cut to represent the trachea. A piece
of Spam was then cut into the shape of a thyroid with 1.5
cm thickness, 5 cm width, and 2.5 cm height with a curvature to accommodate the curvature of the wire loom. The
thyroid-shaped piece of Spam was then secured to the trachea at the appropriate height by skewering a toothpick
through the thyroid and wire loom. Blueberries and peas
(selected to be around 1 cm in diameter) representing
nodules could be embedded into the Spam thyroid after
using a toothpick to etch out spaces. Six nodules were
placed throughout the thyroid so that there would be two
nodules in each of the hemispheres and the isthmus.
Nodules were positioned at a consistent depth (about 1
cm) from the surface of the container. Two tied long balloons representing vessels were filled with food coloring.
The trachea-thyroid-nodules complex was secured to the
bottom of a 0.5-L plastic container with balloons that

were secured inferolaterally on each side of the thyroid.
12% gelatin (5 tablespoons of beef gelatin stirred with 2
cups of boiling water) was poured into the mold and
allowed to set overnight.
To assemble the phantom before use, the neck phantom was
removed from the 0.5-L container and placed on a carboard
box simulating the dimensions of a human torso. A piece of
latex wrap was added onto the neck with ultrasound gel at
the interface. A pair of shoulder pads was placed on the
carboard box. A container simulating a head was placed
onto the neck phantom and a rigid structure (i.e. boxes of
gloves) was placed behind the neck phantom for support.
Face and construct validity
Medical students (no experience with thyroid FNA), novice
otolaryngology residents/endocrine fellows (55 thyroid
FNAs performed on live patients), and expert otolaryngology residents/endocrine fellows (55 thyroid FNAs performed on live patients) were recruited from Albert
Einstein College of Medicine/Montefiore Medical Center
after the institutional review board approved this study
(study number 2018-8549). The amount of previous thyroid
FNA experience was determined by survey and participants
were contacted by email. The threshold (5 live thyroid
FNAs) to differentiate novice and expert participants was
determined by an expert panel of otolaryngologists who
frequently performed thyroid FNAs at Montefiore Medical
Center.
Overall, 9 medical students, 7 novice residents/fellows, and
7 expert residents/fellows participated in this study. All participants received a standardized curriculum where they
were taught the indications, complications, and techniques
of ultrasound-guided thyroid FNA. Then, they were shown
a demonstration of the simulation.
Using an ultrasound machine and a 25G needle, participants performed 6 trials of ultrasound-guided thyroid
FNA (Fig. 2A,B) on the phantom. Each attempt was on a
different nodule within the phantom, from the most medial
to the most lateral nodules. Participants were allowed 3 min
and unlimited attempts to identify and pass the needle
through each nodule. Each trial was given a performance
score from 0 to 100 (100 being maximum score). All scores
began at 100 points and deductions were levied based on
objective measurements: prolonged completion time, additional attempts, and errors (carotid injury, tracheal injury,
transecting nodule, damaging model) (Table 1). This grading scale was devised with input from experienced attending
otolaryngologists. Passage of the needle through the nodule
was confirmed on ultrasound. Slide preparation and cytology were not simulated.
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Figure 1. (A) The main components of the simulation phantom. 1, Container to represent the head; 2, neck phantom (detailed in B); 3,
shoulder pads to simulate shoulders; 4, box to simulate torso. (B) Components of the neck phantom: a, wire loom to simulate the trachea; b,
Spam to simulate the thyroid; c, blueberries to simulate hyperechoic nodules; d, peas to simulate hypoechoic nodules; e, balloons filled with
food coloring to simulate vessels; f, gelatin to simulate soft tissue of the neck.

Figure 2. (A) Thyroid FNA phantom in use with ultrasound visualization. Trachea represented by a wire loom (red star), hypoechoic nodule
represented by an embedded pea (red arrow), and thyroid represented by Spam (green arrow). (B) Ultrasound image of a lateral hyperechoic
nodule represented by a blueberry (red arrow) adjacent to vessel represented by a balloon (blue arrow). Right hemisphere of the thyroid gland
represented by Spam (green arrow). The trachea is represented by a wire loom (red star).

All participants answered the question “How beneficial is
this phantom for practicing thyroid FNA” on a 5-point
Likert scale. Expert residents/fellows participants also
assessed “how realistic does ultrasound imaging feel” and
“how realistic does needle haptic feedback feel” on a 5point Likert scale. Two attending endocrinologists who
tested the phantom also answered the previous questions.
These two endocrinologists did not participate in trials
because their previous thyroid FNA experience was
deemed to be too vast compared with other trial
participants.

Statistical analysis
As scores for each group were not normally distributed and
contained outliers, the Kruskal-Wallis H test (non-parametric counterpart to one-way ANOVA) was used to
assess differences in scores between the three experiencelevel groups. Within each group, the related-samples
Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to analyze the difference in score between the first and last trials (trial 1 versus
trial 6) to assess improvement. Within each group, the nonparametric Friedman test was also used to measure progression of mean scores between nodules. All statistical analyses
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were performed using SPSS version 25.0 (IBM, Armonk,
NY).

Results
Study participants were assigned to three groups depending
on their lifetime experience with thyroid FNA. The medical
student participants (n = 9) had no experience with performing thyroid FNA, the novices (n = 7) had an average of
0.7 thyroid FNA attempts (range, 0–2 attempts) with 5 of 7
novices having zero FNA attempts, and experts (n = 7) had
an average of 18.1 thyroid FNA attempts (range, 10–37
attempts). There were no drop outs, and every participant
completed all six trials of the simulation.
The median scores on the simulation are displayed in Fig. 3.
Performance between the three experience groups was proportionally related to experience as demonstrated by the
significantly different mean rank scores at trials 1–6
(2(2) = 17.0, P 5 0.001). In trial 1, the median score of

Table 1. Thyroid FNA simulation scoring for each nodule
Criteria

Points deducted

Time

0.33 points for each
second 430 s

Accuracy

20 points for each
additional attempt

Errors
Punctured carotid

100

Punctured trachea

100

Failure to biopsy after 3 min

100

Passing completely through nodule

20

Damaging model

25

Scores start at 100 and points are deducted based on the criteria.

experts (median, 100) was higher than that of novices
(median, 33.3) and medical students (median, 0). This was
reflected in pairwise comparisons using Dunn’s procedure
with Bonferroni correction: expert resident versus novice
resident (P = 0.028), expert resident versus medical student
(P 5 0.001). In trial 1, the pairwise comparison between
medical students and novice residents showed no significant
difference (P = 0.534). In all subsequent trials, the significant pairwise comparisons between expert residents and
medical students persisted. Starting from trial 4, pairwise
comparisons showed that novice residents performed significantly better than medical students.
The progression of median scores within each of the three
experience-level groups is shown in Fig. 4. Between trial 1
and trial 6, significant improvements in score were observed
on Wilcoxon signed rank tests in both medical students (P
= 0.018) and novice residents (P = 0.018), but not in expert
residents (P = 0.500). Differences between trials were significant in medical students (2(5) = 20.991, P = 0.001) and
novice residents (2(5) = 14.487, P = 0.013), but not in
expert residents (2(5) = 9.045, P = 0.107). The only pairwise comparisons that were significant were between trials
1 and trial 5 in medical students (P = 0.030) and between
trial 1 and trial 6 in novice residents (P = 0.032).
Feedback obtained is displayed in Fig. 5. Two endocrinology attendings tested the thyroid FNA simulation phantom. Both attendings strongly agreed or agreed that the
phantom was beneficial for learning thyroid FNA and
that the appearance on ultrasound was realistic. One
attending agreed that haptic feel of needle penetration
felt realistic, whereas the other felt neutral about it. All 7
expert residents participating in the study agreed or
strongly agreed that the phantom was beneficial for learning thyroid FNA, 6 of 7 agreed or strongly agreed that the
ultrasound appearance of the phantom was realistic, and 5
of 7 agreed that the haptic feel of the phantom was

Figure 3. Progression of median scores for medical students (n = 9), novices (n = 7), and experts (n = 7).
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Figure 4. Boxplots for each level of experience. Minimum, median, Q1, Q3, and maximum scores for different trials are displayed. Whiskers
indicate the lowest value greater than Q1 1.5  interquartile range and greatest score less than Q3 + 1.5  interquartile range. Mean
scores are marked by  .

realistic. All 7 novice residents and 9 medical students
strongly agreed or agreed that the phantom was beneficial
for learning thyroid FNA. The most common positive feedback received was that the ultrasound appearance of the
thyroid nodules was realistic. The most common negative
feedback was that the slipperiness and softness of the gelatin
would sometimes allow the needle to translate or glide.
The total cost of building each new model was US$3. The
phantom also requires about 20 min of assembly time and

the gelatin to set overnight. Each model could be reused
multiple times and stored in the refrigerator for over a
month. As described in other FNA phantoms, track marks
could be eliminated by placing the model in a microwave
for 10-s intervals and solidifying the model in the refrigerator.6 Since the consistency and texture of the gelatin could
change over time, phantoms used by study participants were
less than 2 weeks old, and they were replaced when
damaged or altered. This ensured consistent simulation conditions for study participants. Phantoms were microwaved
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Figure 5. Responses to face validity feedback questions. The statement “the phantom was beneficial for learning thyroid FNA” graded by 2
attending physicians, 7 experts, 7 novices, and 9 medical students. “Ultrasound visualization of the phantom was realistic” and “haptic
feedback of needle penetration was realistic” were graded by 2 attending physicians and 7 experts.

to remove track marks only a few times because new models
were generated frequently.

Discussion
Our study demonstrates that an inexpensive ultrasoundguided realistic thyroid FNA phantom can be fabricated
with accessible materials. Almost all of the materials used
to create the thyroid FNA phantom can be found in a

household or hospital, and the remainder can be readily
purchased at a supermarket or online. The cost of the
entire phantom was US$3, which is comparable with a previously described superconcentrated gelatin phantom for
thyroid FNA (US$2–3)4 and cheaper than high-fidelity
models such as the Blue Phantom (US$1454.94) and a
high-fidelity model constructed with a 3D mold
(US$1660).3 Similar to other low-cost ultrasound phantoms
proposed in the literature,4,6,10,12–14 we used gelatin as our
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primary medium. In contrast to other thyroid FNA phantoms,6 our phantom replicates neck anatomy with good
fidelity without using raw meat. The phantom also simulates
the curvature of the neck and bulk properties of the head
and torso, which can affect the angle of approach and ergonomics of the procedure. We believe that our phantom
serves as a valuable educational tool for thyroid FNA training that can supplement existing well-respected thyroid
FNA courses and references.15–18

on more difficult nodules will allow development of better
precision and will ultimately improve the diagnostic accuracy of more difficult nodules. Because the gelatin medium
is transparent, uncovering the latex wrap “skin” of the
phantom allowed users to correlate ultrasound imaging to
true three-dimensional appearance. This is especially useful
to help users understand how the needle, ultrasound probe,
and the nodule are spatially related during thyroid FNA, a
significant issue for novice users.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate
both face and construct validity of a thyroid FNA phantom.
The face validity of our low-cost, high-fidelity model was
subjectively established through expert feedback, and discriminative construct validity was established by showing the
phantom can distinguish between three levels of experience
in performing thyroid FNA. Davis et al.19 studied 12 general
surgery residents who had practiced thyroid FNA using a
Blue Phantom Neck Mold with embedded olives and found
that these residents had increased confidence levels,
increased scores on a thyroid FNA written exam scores,
and were able to achieve a diagnostic thyroid FNA on an
actual patient. Zhang et al.8 proposed a tofu-based thyroid
FNA phantom and found that puncture success rates
increased after phantom use. Neither study formally validated the face and construct validity of the respective
phantom.

Besides one expert participant who was neutral, all experts
and attending physicians agreed that the ultrasound appearance of the phantom was realistic (Fig. 5). This was reflected
in many of the open-ended feedback responses for positive
attributes of the thyroid FNA phantom. The selected materials had realistic echogenic properties that allowed visualization of relevant neck structures (trachea, thyroid, vessels)
on ultrasound. The Spam could also be easily shaped into a
thyroid and embedded with blueberries and peas to simulate
nodules with variable echogenicity. Our method of building
a mold and filling it with gelatin allowed for proper anatomic relationships to be consistently established.

Similar gelatin-based ultrasound-guided needle procedural
trainers have been found in other disciplines. A ballistic
gelatin ultrasound phantom for simulating glenohumeral
intraarticular injections was found to increase learner comfort in medical students and residents.20 Use of gelatinbased spine phantoms have also been found to improve
performance in ultrasound-guided cervical nerve blocks,21
lumbosacral spine facet joint injections, and medial
branch nerve blocks.22 These models also involved immersing materials into a gelatin mold, but trained needle injection rather than aspiration. Gelatin phantoms have also
been designed to simulate ultrasound-guided vascular
access.14,23 Similar to our thyroid FNA phantom where balloons were filled with food coloring, vascular access phantoms were simulated vessels made of rubber tubing filled
with food coloring.
Face validity
All participants at the three experience levels agreed that the
thyroid FNA phantom was beneficial for learning the technique (Fig. 5). This serves as subjective evidence that the
thyroid FNA phantom was a valuable tool for learning the
technique across all levels of experience. Although the 1-cm
nodules incorporated in this phantom are smaller than
those removed on biopsy in real life, we believe that training

Two of 7 expert residents and 1 of 2 attending physicians
did not agree that the haptic feedback felt realistic (Fig. 5),
and a commonly reported negative attribute of the phantom
was that the gelatin medium was too soft and allowed for
needle gliding. The gelatin concentration used in this phantom was 12%, but could be adjusted up to 15% as reported
in the literature4 to improve the firmness of the gelatin.
Although some users did not feel that gelatin provided optimal haptic feedback, they did report that the haptic feedback of passing the needle through a blueberry nodule felt
realistic.
Discriminative construct validity
To demonstrate discriminative construct validity, participants were assigned to different skill level groups based
on their survey-reported number of thyroid FNA performed
on live patients because we assumed proficiency increased
with repetition. Novice residents with no experience performing thyroid FNA were assigned to a different group
than medical students with no experience performing thyroid FNA because residents had greater knowledge and practical skills. Over the course of their medical training,
residents would have acquired more experience with performing procedures in the neck (e.g. thyroidectomy), anatomic knowledge, and familiarity with ultrasound and
needle manipulation than medical students.
Our results support the utility of our thyroid FNA phantom
as a tool to evaluate skill level because performance scores
in trial 1 were able to discriminate expert participants from
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novice participants and medical students (Figs 3 and 4).
Although the median score of novice participants was
higher than for medical students, this difference was not
statistically significant and may be attributed to the fact
that novice participants only had an average of 0.7 FNA
attempts in their lifetime (versus 0 FNA attempts in medical
students). By trial 2, the significant differences between performance of scores in experts and novices began to disappear as the median scores of novice participants
approximated those of expert participants. Novice participants also exhibited a significant improvement in scores
between the first and last trials. These findings suggest
that novice participant scores improve with repeated use
of the phantom, and support use of the phantom in residency programs to develop proficiency in thyroid FNA.
Although medical student scores also improved significantly,
a significant score difference between medical students and
experts persisted through all trials. By trial 4, a significant
score difference between novices and medical students
appeared and novice participants exhibited earlier and
larger improvements in median scores than medical students (Figs 3 and 4). These findings suggest that novice
participants may have derived more benefit from the thyroid FNA because of their increased anatomic knowledge
and practical skillset compared with medical students. To
overcome this disadvantage, medical students may require
more than 6 repetitions using the phantom before being
able to experience the same benefit as novice participants.
Expert participants did not yield significant improvement
through repeated use of the phantom likely because their
median baseline score was already at 100. As the location
and size of the nodules and thyroid are customizable, it is
possible to decrease nodule size and increase nodule depth
to help experts refine their skills with more difficult nodules.
It is also possible that a more stringent grading criteria is
necessary to observe improvement in performance.
Limitations and next steps
As with other simulation studies, sample size was a limitation
due to the otolaryngology and endocrinology fellowship programs being relatively small. The size of our study sample is
comparable, but slightly smaller, than other similar simulation validation studies. Moreover, as there was a lack of a
validated thyroid FNA scoring tool, we devised an original
scoring scale. Although not validated, this scale was designed
with the input of expert otolaryngologists and was based on
objective criteria. The phantom also requires about 20 min of
assembly time and the gelatin to set overnight, which requires
some planning in advance. However, phantoms can be
reused, stored for 41 month, and be produced more efficiently if multiple phantoms are fabricated simultaneously.

The next step of this study is to establish predictive validity
by first randomizing novice residents to receive simulation
training or to a control group and them comparing their
performance scores of thyroid FNA performed on cadavers
and live patients. This would establish that skills developed
using the thyroid FNA phantom translate to improved performance of the procedure in vivo.

Conclusion
We designed a low-cost thyroid FNA phantom with good
fidelity that can be constructed using easily accessible materials. Face and discriminate construct validity were established by having participants of various skill levels test the
phantom and provide feedback. The proposed thyroid FNA
phantom can be used to train procedural skills in a residency program and evaluate skill acquisition.
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